My War Memories, 1914-1918
forgot that in so doing he was making his own position very much more difficult for peace negotiations. He also did nothing to enlighten his people about the necessity of the war. Perhaps he did not fully realize it himself.
The Tsar of Bulgaria was just as firm a supporter of the Alliance, He was an uncommonly clever man, but a lover of skilful diplomacy rather than a man of action. He liked to have several irons in the fire and thought he could always postpone decisions. Thanks to the great ability with which he managed the Bulgarians, this policy had been good enough for peace time ; but it was not enough in war. I was particularly sorry that he was no soldier, and therefore did not exercise that influence over the Army which his high position demanded of him.
The Crown Prince Boris, excellently trained by his father, was a thoroughly soldierly personality and mature beyond his years. He had a clear understanding of military necessities. Our Staffs in, Bulgaria and I myself liked dealing with him. This people cannot find a better ruler.
IV
The situation in Turkey had improved since the forces of the Entente evacuated the Gallipoli peninsula. It had now become possible for Enver Pasha to place some troops at the disposal of the German G.H.Q. He realized, quite rightly, that as far as Turkey was concerned, the war would now be decided in other theatres.
Of course, these troops had first of all to be trained, clothed and equipped. That took time. At the end of July and the beginning of August the Turkish I5th Corps had been sent to Galicia, and now an Ottoman Division was sent to the neighbourhood of Varna. Enver took these troops from the army of Marshal Liman Pasha, to whom the defence of Constantinople and the coast of Asia Minor was still committed.
The English had driven the Turks out of the Sinai peninsula They were now busy building a full-gauge railway and a pipe-
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